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About This Game

Brutal Inventions is a game composed of several genres.

SURVIVAL: You have to struggle with thirst and hunger. You can craft 243 different items with the help of an advanced
crafting system and you can build a home even in a forast or a lakeside.

ACTION RPG (Hack and Slash): Dress up your clothes, put on your sword and shield then go to adventure to increase your
level. You can increase your stats and become a powerfull warrior with special abilities by gaining skill points as in an RPG

game. In the beginning you will need the help of your towers and soldiers but you will start counting your own sword in time.

TOWER DEFENSE: Brutal Inventions can also be categorized as a 3D tower defense game. If you prefer to play the game in
defense style, you have to increase the number of your soldiers and protect your castle. Because there are creatures which spawn
continuously and attack directly you, your soldiers and your buildings. Buildings like Barracks and Archery Ranges can spawn

soldiers which directly attacks enemy castle.

ATMOSPHERE and FEELING: Each dying villager and collapsing wall will take you inside the Brutal Inventions World and
finally you will find yourself in a merciless fight.

If you are looking for an attractive, challenging, fascinating and exciting game, BRUTAL INVENTIONS is the right choice.
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Title: Brutal Inventions
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Cankut Keskin
Publisher:
Cankut Keskin
Release Date: 5 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10, 8, 7, Vista or Xp

Processor: 2 Ghz or faster processor

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 670 2GB/AMD Radeon HD 7870 2GB or better

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

English
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This game is super laggy, and I can't turn down the graphics because there are not settings at all, do not purchese this game if
you don't have a super pc, (gaming pc).. My favourite weapon pack so far.

- The Lebensauger .308 is a great sniper rifle, as a matter of fact, it renders the Rattlesnake obsolete. The Lebensauger deals
more damage, has a higher rate of fire and stability, and you can even get it more concealed than the Rattlesnake.

- The Kross Vertex is a good smg, tough not my favourite. With a 1200 rpm fire rate, it is better treated like a rifle, going for
small bursts aimed for the head, while when i use a smg i prefer a pray-and-spray model. However, it still has a quick reload and
a large ammo pool of 120 rounds (which will disappear in no time if you spray the Kross Vertex)

- The pistol crossbow is more of a toy for me than an actual weapon. A cool novelty for stealth, but i still prefer a suppressed
Judge, so I can knock back guards into comfortable spots, or even a good old fashioned pistol with a suppressor, simply because
I have a chance to take on alerted Murky guards, while with the crossbow you have only one shot, that may not kill. Not a
problem when you are in point blank range, but a bigger one when at a larger distance. Moreover, you can get the pistol
crossbow only to 28 concealment, with a base of 26.
Additionally, the bolts from the crossbow fall down much quicker than from the Plansrider bow. Makes it even harder to use in
combat.

- The shurikens are actually quite usefull outside stealth, tough on DW i would prefer a molotov or nades. The shurikens are
poisoned, an the poison works quite well on specials (except for the bulldoser, for obvious reasons), making them vomit much
faster than form poisoned arrows or bolts. I managed to stop a charging cloaker with it once. If it's not enough, you can pick
your shurikens up after you throw them. Usefull as hell.

Once again: This is my favourite weapon pack so far.. now all i had to do is just wait for the official english patch. I have never
really like hidden object games, but as my playtime shows, I seem to find picking through virtual grotty junk in search of profit
oddly addictive.. like the game but the leaderboard confusing! or broken. It's seriously not worth your time.. This game is too
buggy to play in linux.. beware when sumireko calls it in. It isn't that big, but it's a nice little addition
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Good music!. As expected, there are a lot of bugs that need to be sorted.

But overall the game is really good and has the potential to become something bigger given that the developers work on
polishing the game.. The game currently offers endless waves of zombies to kill (if you can survive), several areas to unlock per
map (there's currently only one map available), a handful of perks and a large selection of guns to purchase. It also has a basic
leveling system where you can upgrade things like your health, armor, ammo and sprint ability. The graphics are okay, rather
simple, but it does run incredibly smoothly as a result - even with a large horde of zombies chasing after you. With future
updates I really think this could turn into a great game, although with that said, even in its current state I think it's easily worth
the €0,99. I will be playing more of this, for sure!. Meh.

Maybe other people would like it, but it's not the kind of game for me.. This turn based strategy game is a lot of fun to play.
Stages are fun and easy to get into. The many characters to fill your squad and level up making this game have lots of replay
value. If you liked Xcom Enemy Unknown you will like this. And best of all, just look how cheap this is. People it's a steal at
that price. http:\/\/youtu.be\/7SdZBgt3u9I. minimal lightweight platformer game with flat design great for a causual gameplay.
you don't have "lives" or "health" to spoil - the only measure is time - obstacles can take away your time and tasks can add you
time.
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